Partial field decomposition
.  D. L. Hallman and J. S. Bolton, "A comparison of multi-reference nearfield acoustical holography procedures," Proceedings of NOISE-CON 94, pp. 929-934 (1994 Virtual reference signals are selected from the reconstructed field signals
Virtual reference locations
• Location of a virtual reference in a 3-D space is determined by the position of the reconstruction surface in combination with the reference selection vector. • MUSIC power is maximized at the optimal reference microphone location. Allows successful separation of radiation from leading and trailing edges of contact patch.
Partial fields based on real and virtual references (216 Hz & 21 mph)

Effect of source non-stationarity (216 Hz & 21 mph)
Without source non-stationarity compensation With source non-stationarity compensation • Cylindrical scanning surface around subsonic jet.
• 48 fixed reference microphones in 6 linear arrays. The use of a large number of spatially-well-distributed references allows clean separation of signal and noise related singular values -The number of partial fields is minimized. • The 48-reference array used in this test was nearly optimal  In scan-based, multi-reference NAH measurements, reference signals can be used to decompose a composite sound source into coherent partial fields. The partial fields can be physically meaningful or not depending on the decomposition methods.
 SVD-based and PC-based partial field decomposition methods were presented along with their applications to decompose the multi-component sound fields.
 The use of a source non-stationarity compensation procedure is implemented when measuring realistic, multi-component noise sources.
 The Virtual Reference Method can be used to decompose a total sound field into physically meaningful partial fields regardless of the locations of actual references during a measurement.
 The number of reference transducers should be much larger than the number of incoherent sound sources to model measurement noise components and to identify a minimum set of noise-suppressed partial fields.
